
In 1788, William Blake wrote, ‘If a thing loves, it is intimate” (annotations 

to Swedenborg). 

Much earlier Plato said, ‘at the touch of love everyone becomes a poet’.  

It is true that once touched by true love, we are freed from everything that 

has hampered and hindered us before. Often, our difficulties are not a 

result of the material problems we face, but the way in which we engage 

with them. When touched by profound love we encounter a truth about 

ourselves and the world that opens us up to a different way, a way freed 

from the insecurities and fear that so often rule our actions and emotions.  

One by one, Jesus kneels on the floor in front of each disciple. One by one, 

the water of his love washes over their feet. No one is excluded. Judas. 

Peter. Those who are silent.  

Jesus already knows that both Judas and Peter are going to betray him in 

different ways. He knows the paths their feet will tread. He knows the rest 

of the disciples will let him down in other ways too. But all these feet are 

still washed, irrelevant of where they may have been or where they are 

going. They are all washed because they are all loved. 

Tonight’s liturgy holds before us a choice like no other liturgy in the 

church’s year. A choice bound up with vulnerability, intimacy, and love. It 

is, in some ways, more challenging, more real, more bodily, than many of 

us are comfortable with. Most days it is pretty easy to come to church. We 

sing, we pray, we receive communion, then we go home to our roast 

dinner and to family and friends. We can too easily forget the challenge, 

the risk, the vulnerability, and the intimacy of what gathering together as 

Christ’s body is really all about; what sharing in the body and blood of our 

Saviour, is really all about.  

Tonight is different. There will be the sharing of Christ’s body and blood 

but there will also be feet. Maybe tonight, however, is not as different as 

we think. The risk, vulnerability, and intimacy of eating Christ’s body and 

blood are the same risk, vulnerability, and intimacy of washing feet. In the 

end its founded upon humble, self-giving love. 



Tonight Jesus offers his life in bread, wine, and washing. By his example 

and command churches all over the world will see members of their 

congregations remove their shoes and their socks, and the priest, standing 

in the place of Christ, will receive their feet, their life, into his or her 

hands, and wash. This is the way of Christ, the way of love. Christ’s way 

is always the way of love. And love always requires us to take a risk, to 

offer our vulnerability and our intimacy. It is a choice we are faced with 

not just for today, but every day, not just in the liturgy but also in the 

world. 

Are we willing to be vulnerable and humble at the hands of another?  

Deep intimate love is, I believe, what attracts and draws some to this 

liturgy. I wonder, though, if it is not also what keeps many others away? It 

is why some will wash and be washed, but sadly many will not. Tonight is 

not simply a choice of whether to wash feet, but a choice to embrace love 

or not.  

This is what we see playing out in the dialogue with Peter. Peter initially 

misses the point. He refuses to allow Jesus to show him this act of loving 

service. Only when Jesus points out that to follow him is to become 

completely in tune with his love, does Peter willingly give in. One could 

say, that this is a metaphor for our entire Christian journey; a journey 

towards recognising, accepting and giving our entire selves over to 

Christ’s love.  

You see Jesus’s love, God’s love, will not let us just love some, it demands 

we love all. That is the choice before us. We cannot choose to love only 

those whom we like, those whom we deem deserving, those for whom we 

have positive feelings, those who look, think, or act like us. It is all or 

nothing. If we do not love all, then we do not really love any. Love, for 

Jesus, is not about feelings and emotions but about a choice. In Jesus’ 

teaching if you have feet you get washed, regardless of where those feet 

have been or where they are going. That is the example and commandment 

he sets before his disciples and us. 

After we receive communion this evening, we are then faced with the 

same choice all over again. As we are invited to sit and watch at the silent 



vigil, there will be so many other things we could be doing. But this 

simple act of watching with Jesus, is ultimately an act of loving service. 

Having washed and served each other, can we stay and serve God? Can we 

show him our love by simply watching with him?  


